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DELL KB216 keyboard USB AZERTY French White

Brand : DELL Product code: 580-ADHP

Product name : KB216

Multimedia Keyboard KB216 - French (AZERTY) - White

DELL KB216 keyboard USB AZERTY French White:

Wired keyboard for everyday home or office use.
The Dell Wired Keyboard provides a convenient keyboard solution for everyday home or office
computing uses. The keyboard's full layout with chiclet style keys allows for efficient, comfortable typing
- excellent for everyday usage on virtually any task at hand.

Multimedia keys for quick actions and commands.
The convenient multimedia keys let you easily access functions such as play, pause, rewind, and fast-
forward plus volume control.

Comfortable, desk-centric design.
With a compact design that still features a full-sized keyboard and number pad, the Dell Wired Keyboard
is ideal for home and office environments. With a durable build and quiet keys, it’s designed to provide
comfort for the everyday demands of desktop usage. The Dell Wired Keyboard also has a palm rest that
is available for separate purchase.

What's in the box
Dell Wired Keyboard - KB216.
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